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Abstract 

Educational research commonly uses racial terminology but with little understanding of racial 

classification patterns across the field. In this study, we surface the use of racial terminology 

using a census of original research published in American Educational Research Association 

journals between 2009 and 2019. We do so as an ethical quantification exercise, seeking to 

further social justice goals by encouraging scholarship on racial terminology in educational 

research. Using latent class analysis, we identify six classes of research ranging from about a 

third of articles that use almost no racial terminology to an eighth of articles that use terminology 

extensively. More recently published articles are more likely to be part of classes with extensive 

or narrow racial terminology usage and less likely to be in classes that are absent racial 

terminology. Qualitative research is more likely to use extensive racial terminology, and 

quantitative research is more likely to be absent of or narrowly use racial terminology. We 

conclude with recommendations for how future research can build off of these findings to 

address questions on how to authentically and purposefully use racial terminology in ways that 

reflect the complex ways people identify themselves to better situate educational research to 

address racial inequality. 
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Racial classification is commonly included in educational research, given that race, and 

more importantly racism, is one of the most powerful organizing structures in society (Golash-

Boza, 2016). The inclusion of racial classification in educational research has often been 

criticized as superficial and promoting deficit-oriented perspectives (Kohli et al., 2017; Ladson-

Billings, 2012). For instance, federal policy and research on achievement gaps often discuss 

racial identification in a way that implies that these gaps are caused by belonging to certain racial 

groups instead of being caused by racism (Harper, 2012; Ladson-Billings, 2006). As Garcia 

(2017) argues in a meta-analysis of racial measurement in 257 social science surveys, 

researchers’ typical ad-hoc approach to race, “has real restrictions on our understanding and 

explanations of how racial differences are embedded into societal institutions and can serve only 

to extend the misrepresentation of social reality or lived experiences” (pp. 329). These criticisms 

share the concern that haphazard use of racial terminology lessens the potential for educational 

research to reduce racial inequality. 

Research in the United States tends to include what the United States Office of 

Management and Budget (OMB) calls the minimum categories of “White, Black or African 

American, American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, and Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 

Islander” in addition to “Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish”. These definitions are indicative of ways 

in which racial identities are associated with specific terminology. For instance, those who 

identify as Black might report their racial identity1 as African American just as those who 

identify as Hispanic might prefer the term Latino. Educational researchers often use broad racial 

terminology like minority as shorthand for those who identify with non-White racial identities.  

 
1 This wording aims to recognize the racial categories that participants select on forms are rough approximations of 

their racial identities. While social science researchers technically only have access to racial classifications, these are 

proxies for racial identity which can be fluid and dependent on the context, historical time, whether self-selected, 

and more (Viano & Baker, 2020). 
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While prior studies have examined which racial categories should be included in 

educational research in order to more accurately represent the range of racial identities in the 

study setting (see Viano & Baker, 2020), we have little understanding of how educational 

researchers use racial terminology. This gap means that we do not have a clear understanding of 

the state of the field and makes it less likely studies will be intentional about using and defining 

racial terminology. For instance, published research increasingly uses the term Latinx (Baker et 

al., 2022), but public polling indicates only 3-4% of Hispanic Americans identify as Latinx 

(Newport, 2022). Acknowledging that racial category definitions and boundaries are constantly 

in flux due to shifts in political and social identities, there is power in naming and defining which 

categories researchers are using to describe populations under study, as racial terminology has 

salience for the applicability of research to policy and practice (Garcia, 2017). However, 

educational research does not have the expectation that racial terminology is defined and 

explained with the kinds of intentionality we expect of other measures. 

In this study, we aim to encourage the field to have more introspective analyses of racial 

terminology in education research by examining the use of broad and specific racial categories in 

published educational research through the lens of ethical quantification (Espeland & Yung, 

2019). Through quantifying educational researchers’ racial language, we make visible what can 

be concealed in research articles (Espeland & Lom, 2015). Converting racial terminology into 

numbers brings attention to racial language in ways that can then shape opportunity to “facilitate 

changes in power” (Espeland & Yung, 2019, p. 253). For instance, a growing literature on data 

disaggregation finds significant heterogeneity within racial categories (e.g., Nguyen et al., 2017). 

Quantifying this heterogeneity has brought attention and resources to marginalized populations 

(e.g., Sloan, 2022). Similarly, our analysis on the patterns of racial terminology seeks to motivate 
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future research on racial classification in educational research that can then help authors, 

reviewers, and editors think more intentionally about racial categorization. In this way, our 

quantification of racial language can further social justice goals by clarifying opportunities for 

critical researchers to continue this type of research, to help the field have racial terminology 

better match the goals of the research. We take an ethical quantification approach to 

understanding educational researchers’ use of racial terminology through the following research 

questions:  

1. Does the use of specific and broad racial terminology in educational research articles 

allow us to distinguish articles by their patterns of racial terminology use?  

2. To what extent does the prevalence of different patterns of racial terminology in 

published educational research change over time? 

3. To what extent does the prevalence of different patterns of racial terminology in 

published educational research differ depending on the research methodology used? 

We address these questions through examining articles from American Educational Research 

Association (AERA) journals between 2009 and 2019. We explore the use of broad (e.g., of 

color) and specific (e.g., Asian American) racial categorizations. Our study analyzes a census of 

education research articles in order to provide justification for a research agenda on racial 

terminology in educational research, but this approach is limited in its ability to provide specific 

recommendations for those in educational research. We propose this analysis can justify future 

research that then will be able to lay the groundwork for creating a more racially conscious 

evidence base that is necessary to further social justice goals (Garcia, 2017; Laughter et al., 

2023).  
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Racial Categorization in Educational Research 

There is consensus among scientists that racial difference is created by people in social 

organizations and is not based on biology or genetics. As such, racial groupings are not fixed and 

vary by context (Omi & Winant, 2015). The boundaries and meanings of racial groups have 

shifted over time. In the 19th century, Jewish and Irish people were formally excluded from 

whiteness in the United States, and definitions of Black and Indigenous peoples have been 

governed by blood quantum and rules of hypodescent that mandate racial classifications based 

on quantifying ancestry. These boundaries can be based on shared social understandings but can 

also make little sense to the individuals placed in categories. For example, Middle Eastern people 

in the United States are categorized as White, though this does not reflect their racialized 

experiences or how their street race2 is read by other people (López et al., 2018). Part of the 

challenge with how groups are defined is that, while an individual’s racial self-identity considers 

their own personal story and nuanced lived experiences, their racial category on a survey is a 

rough approximation shaped by the institutional contexts and/or the state (Roth, 2016). Racial 

self-identity is often too complex to fit neatly into schemas of racial categorization imposed by 

survey items. Consequently, it is important for researchers to be aware that these categories are, 

at best, approximations of individuals’ self-identities because racial categorization shapes 

opportunity structures and focuses attention on boundaries between groups (Irizarry et al., 2023).  

The terminology we use in our writing proxies for what we see as important information 

to convey about our research. It is common in other fields like epidemiology and political 

science to examine racial category usage patterns in published research (e.g., Garcia, 2017; 

Gomez & Glaser, 2006; Megyesi et al., 2011). Recent introspective reviews of educational 

 
2 Street race refers to the racial identity that individuals believe others perceive them as in public. This can often be 

different than individuals’ self-perceived racial identity (López et al., 2018). 
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research have examined more specific questions on researchers’ examinations of racism and use 

of race in framing research (Garcia, 2017; Harper, 2012; Johnston-Guerrero, 2017; Kohli et al., 

2017). These explorations surface what is often overlooked – exposing what might be 

communicated subconsciously in our field to encourage reflection so that future writing will be 

more purposeful and precise. In this critical study, we make visible one facet of how educational 

researchers use language around racial categorization. Bringing attention to racial terminology 

has the potential to increase the intentionality of educational researchers in what language they 

use and definitions they provide for racial categorization, better aligning language with 

researchers’ social justice goals (Espeland & Yung, 2019).  

Methods 

Data 

We examine publications from journals focused on original research published by AERA 

including AERA Open, American Educational Research Journal, Educational Evaluation and 

Policy Analysis, Educational Researcher, and Journal of Educational and Behavioral Statistics 

between 2009 and 2019. We limit our search to these journals, as they are highly regarded outlets 

for disseminating educational research from a variety of disciplines (AERA Journals Online, 

n.d.). Our goal is to focus on the writers’ language use in describing their research, so we only 

review original, empirical articles. Out of 1,623 articles published by these journals in these 

years, 1,427 included original, empirical research. To learn more detail about how we created 

this sample, see the online appendix. 

The research team3 coded each article to identify the use of broad racial categorizations 

and specific racial terminology. We created this coding framework based on prior reviews of 

 
3 We include a positionality statement describing how the authors’ identities and experiences impacted data 

collection, analysis, and interpretation in the online appendix. 
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racial terminology in peer-reviewed articles in other fields (Ma et al., 2007; Stevens et al., 2015). 

We augmented this framework as we coded. The framework asked the coder to list the terms 

associated with the categories White, Black, Asian, American Indian, Hispanic, and Two or more 

races as well as the broad terminology of minority, underrepresented minority, and of color (in 

reference to race). For instance, the framework asked the coder to input “Race/ethnicity 

category(ies) for ‘Hispanic’ used anywhere in the paper” with the options of “Hispanic,” 

“Latino,” “Latinx,” “N/A,” or “Other…” (which allowed inputting). This exercise of translating 

racial terminology into binary indicator variables allowed us to quantify complex terminology in 

order to focus attention on patterns of racial categorization. For more information on the validity 

of our coding framework and reliability of our coding process, see the online appendix.  

Analysis 

We use latent class analysis (LCA)4 to categorize our sample into classes based on racial 

terminology. LCA is a popular tool for classifying multivariate data. LCA is similar to other data 

mining tools like cluster analysis, but LCA has the advantage of allowing for testing of models 

with various numbers of typologies to assess the one that best fits the data (Jung & Wickrama, 

2008; Nylund et al., 2007). This approach is well suited for this inquiry because LCA is a 

multivariate approach to identifying groups given a set of characteristics, helping us to recognize 

patterns that were previously unclear (Espeland & Yung, 2019; Nylund-Gibson et al., 2023).  

The variables that define the latent classes are the racial terminology included in at least 

5% of articles.5 This meant including the top two most frequent options for White (White, 

 
4 The use of the term “class” throughout the remainder of this study refers to the classes produced by the LCA 

procedure. To avoid confusion, we include no discussion of the use of the term “class” in reference to 

socioeconomic status. 
5 While we initially began testing models with our full list of racial terminology from our coding framework, the 

LCA models would only converge when all variables had means of at least 0.05 (i.e., they were included in at least 

5% of articles). We limit our variables throughout the study to those terms.  
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Caucasian), Black (Black, African American), and American Indian or Alaska Native (AIAN; 

Native American, American Indian) as well as the top three options for Asian American Pacific 

Islander (AAPI; Asian, Asian American, Pacific Islander) and Hispanic (Hispanic, Latino, 

Gender engaged6) in addition to multiracial.7 We include the broad terminology of 

underrepresented minority, of color, and minority. Each individual racial term is represented by a 

binary indicator equal to one if the article included that term and zero otherwise. For more 

information on the selection of our LCA model, see the online appendix. 

Results 

We list the prevalence of racial terminology across our corpus in Table 1. The most 

common terms include White (56%), Black (47%), Hispanic (45%), and Asian (39%). The most 

common broad terminology is minority (35%) followed by of color (16%) and underrepresented 

minority (11%). Almost a third (31%) of our census included none of these terms. This 31% of 

studies often included human research participants (but did not report on racial demographics) 

and were published across all five journals, although half of these articles were published in the 

Journal of Educational and Behavioral Statistics. 

Categorization of Articles Based on Racial Terminology  

The first step to establishing the typologies of articles by racial terminology use is to 

iteratively test LCA models starting with the one class model. As shown in appendix Table A1, 

the six-class model had the most indicators that it would best fit the data. Articles were relatively 

well distributed across the classes. The values of each of the variables across classes were logical 

 
6 Gender engaged includes following terms: Latino/a, Latino(a), Latinas(os), Latino/a/x, Latinx, Latina/o, 

Latinas/Latinos, Latinos/as, and Latinos/Latinas.  
7 The names of these categories of racial terminology come from the OMB Directive 15 which standardized how 

federal programs in the United States collect and report data on racial classification (Race and Ethnic Standards for 

Federal Statistics and Administrative Reporting, 1977).  
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given our understanding of racial terminology from previous literature. As is shown in appendix 

Table A2, the average latent class probability for each class is above 0.80. Using these fit 

statistics and theory, we concluded the six-class model best fit patterns in the data.  

The marginal predicted probabilities on all racial terminology are shown in Table 2. We 

display these probabilities graphically in online appendix Figure A1 as is traditional in LCA. The 

column headings in Table 2 reflect our interpretation of the six classes based on the mean values 

on the racial terminology. Each of these class names could serve as an adjective before “racial 

terminology.” For instance, we named the first class Absent because these articles, representing 

36% of the census, used almost no racial terminology (i.e., Absent racial terminology). Apart 

from the six percent of articles using the term minority, 0-3% of articles used any other term.  

We named the second class Sporadic because these articles had relatively low rates of 

using racial terminology. Articles had the lowest percentages of several common racial 

classifications compared to the latter four classes including White (60%), Asian (10%), American 

Indian (2%), Hispanic (33%), and multiracial (1%). The proportions of articles using the 

remainder of the terms tended to be low (even if they were not the lowest) compared to the next 

four classes. 

For the third class, Narrow, these articles almost always used the terms White (91%), 

Black (99%), and Hispanic (84%). They often included Asian (51%), but rarely included AIAN 

terms (3% each) or multiracial (3%). Narrow racial terminology articles had low rates of using 

underrepresented minority (11%) and of color (12%). This pattern led us to conceive of racial 

terminology use as relatively Narrow.  

The fourth class, Widening, used a wider variety of terms across all categories than the 

Narrow class. All Widening articles included the terms White and Black and almost all included 
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Asian (99%) and Hispanic (98%). A sizable percentage of Widening articles included AIAN 

terms (28% Native American, 47% American Indian) as well as multiracial (30%). However, 

Widening articles did not include gender-engaged language for Hispanic categories (0%) and 

preferred minority (56%) over other broader terminology. In these ways, Widening articles 

included a wider set of racial terminology but not necessarily extensive terminology use. 

The fifth class is termed Traditional because these articles also tended to use the breadth 

of categories, similar to Widening , but often used terminology we might term as being less 

modern. This is most notably the case since Traditional articles have the highest percentage of 

articles with Caucasian (24%) as well as a low percentage of gender-engaged terms for Hispanic 

(7%). Traditional articles also rarely used terms like underrepresented minority (6%) and of 

color (10%). Traditional articles used expansive terms, but tended to rely more on dated 

terminology. 

The final class is termed Extensive because these articles included the widest range of 

racial terminology. Extensive articles often used multiple terms for one category. These articles 

were the most likely to use broad terms like of color (70%). Articles in the Extensive class had 

the highest proportion, compared to the other five classes, in using the terms Asian American 

(42%), Pacific Islander (37%), Native American (38%), Latino (75%), gender-engaged language 

for Hispanic (31%), and multiracial (32%).  

Trends in Racial Terminology Categorization 

We now address research questions 2 and 3 by fitting a multinomial logistic regression 

model predicting class membership based on year and methodological paradigm (qualitative, 

quantitative, or mixed methods), results in online appendix Table A3. For ease of interpretation, 

we show the predicted probabilities of class membership by paradigm in Table 3 and by year in 
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Figure 1. As we might expect due to increasing awareness among researchers of racial inequality 

in education (Baker et al., 2022), articles have lower probability of being in the Absent class over 

time (.44 to .30) and higher odds of being in Narrow (.20 to .28), Widening (.07 to .09), and 

Extensive (.08 to .16) classes.  

We might also hypothesize quantitative research would be less likely to use racial 

terminology or to do so narrowly based on critiques of this paradigm (Gillborn et al., 2018). We 

confirm that qualitative articles have lower probability of being in the Absent (.26) and Widening 

(.02) classes than quantitative articles (.38 and .10, respectively). Qualitative articles have higher 

probability of being in the Extensive class at .27 compared to .09 for quantitative articles. 

However, qualitative and mixed methods articles have higher probability of being in the 

Sporadic class (.24 for both) than quantitative articles (.10). 

Sensitivity Analysis on the Six Classes of Racial Terminology Usage 

We realized one weakness of our coding framework was that it did not necessarily 

indicate the intensity with which these articles used racial terminology. To better understand the 

use of racial terminology in each class, we randomly selected a 10% sample of articles from each 

of the five classes (excluding Absent). For this sample, the lead author operationalized intensity 

as the number of times the articles mention each racial categorization term. The lead author also 

noted when the article only mentioned racial terms when describing the sample or in tables; the 

logic being that articles that only include racial terms in these kinds of ways indicate superficial 

descriptions of racial categories. 

The results of this sensitivity check are in Table 4. We found our class labels matched 

well with the indicators of intensity of usage of racial terms. Specifically, Table 4 shows the 

randomly selected Sporadic articles had the lowest intensity of usage of these categories 
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compared to the remaining classes. For instance, Sporadic articles tended to mention racial terms 

just once or twice and 58% of the sample of these articles only mentioned racial terminology in 

tables or sample descriptions. Of the randomly selected Narrow articles, 46% only mentioned 

racial categorization in tables/sample description. Nevertheless, the Narrow sample tended to 

have multiple mentions of categories related to White (average 13), Black (average 13), and 

Hispanic (average 8). Over half of the Widening sample only used racial terminology for 

tables/sample description. While the Widening sample used a wide-variety of terms, this was 

often only in tables where the article would include results for the covariates in multiple tables. 

We noted that 80% of the Traditional sample only used racial terminology in the tables/sample 

description. Finally, the Extensive sample showed the highest intensity of usage across categories 

with an average of 27 mentions of Black and 19 mentions of White along with the lowest 

percentage only mentioning racial categorization in the tables/sample description (24%). 

Discussion 

 In this study, we sought to understand whether we can categorize original research 

articles in AERA journals based on their use of racial terminology. We found AERA articles 

grouped into six classes based on racial terminology that ranged from just over a third of articles 

with no racial terminology (i.e., Absent) to roughly one-eighth of articles that extensively used a 

wide variety of racial terms (i.e., Extensive). The second most common class with one-quarter of 

articles, Narrow, included a limited set of racial terms, primarily White, Black, and Hispanic. 

The other classes in between Narrow and Extensive used a wider variety of racial terminology, 

although Traditional articles tended to use more outdated terms compared to more modern 

terminology in the Widening articles (e.g., Caucasian versus American Indian). Quantitative 

articles were more likely to be in the Absent and Narrow classes versus qualitative articles which 
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had higher concentration in the Sporadic and Extensive classes. We identified a few trends in the 

proportion of articles in each of these classes over time that indicate being a member of a class 

that uses more extensive racial terminology became more common. We also found suggestive 

evidence that articles in the Extensive class were more likely to engage with racial classification 

outside of the sample description and tables. 

Quantifying racial classifications and how articles group together based on their racial 

categorization terms allows us to bring attention to racial terminology (Espeland & Lom, 2015). 

Differences in class assignment by research paradigm and over time have occurred organically. 

This trend is an encouraging sign that educational research is incorporating more (potentially) 

equity-aligned language in articles as indicated by the lower likelihood of empirical research 

having no racial terminology as well as the higher likelihood of more extensive racial 

terminology. In defining classes of racial terminology use, this study endeavors to translate this 

attention into opportunity for future research that can provide more specific recommendations for 

those writing educational research manuscripts, reviewers, and editors to intentionally align the 

goals of their research with their use of racial terminology (Espeland & Yung, 2019).  

Implications 

Further Research on Racial Terminology in Educational Research 

For educational research, this analysis can help provide the framework for a future 

research agenda that clarifies equity-aligned racial categorizations definitions as well as how 

racial terminology should be incorporated into analyses for social-justice-oriented research. In 

particular, our sensitivity analysis illuminated how often racial terminology is used to only 

describe a study’s sample or in tables. Future research should engage with questions to help us 

understand whether it is appropriate to imply racialization is taking place, by including race as a 
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covariate, without engaging in why “controlling for race” is necessary/appropriate. We did not 

analyze our corpus for their authentic engagement with racial identification or racism, but future 

research that uses different kinds of analytic approaches can seek to understand whether different 

types of racial-terminology use can proxy for the depth of engagement with racialization in an 

article. For instance, future research might ask whether articles that use racial terminology that 

we categorized as Traditional also tend to include race superficially. Another similar line of 

inquiry might address whether what we term as Extensive racial terminology is indicative of 

more racially literate research.  

To meet social justice goals, we encourage racial categorization to be an affirmative 

choice instead of a passive act, and for future research to more clearly identify what this means 

in practice. Our analysis is limited in assisting in these intentional decisions but future research 

can build off of our development of a field-level understanding of racial categorization to 

provide ideas for different models of racial-terminology use that research might further analyze. 

Specifically, we encourage future research to clarify how racialization should be considered in 

the analysis (Garcia, 2017; Harper, 2012; Johnston-Guerrero, 2017; Kohli et al., 2017).  

While our research design does not allow us to provide specific recommendations for 

educational researchers, our engagement in this research and related projects (Baker et al., 2022; 

Ford, 2019; Johnston-Guerrero, 2017; Viano & Baker, 2020) encourages authors to take into 

consideration the complexity of racial identity and the changing nature of racial terminology. 

Racial identity is complex, so researchers should consider how their writing addresses this 

complexity. For instance, authors who only include the term Hispanic might do so with the 

assumption that Hispanic and Latino are synonymous. However, people who actually identify as 

Latino might not consider themselves Hispanic (Martínez & Gonzalez, 2021). To be social-
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justice oriented, racial terminology should not reflect assumptions or OMB Directives alone – it 

should also capture the people behind the data. In other words, authors should reflect on the 

wording in their data and/or the complexity of how those in the sample/being discussed would 

identify themselves. Similarly, authors engaged in critical research might also use the term 

Latinx because of its appeal as a gender-engaged term even though it is not grammatically 

correct in Spanish and is controversial among those who might be classified under that term 

(Newport, 2022). Our analysis did not determine whether research recognized these kinds of 

conflicts in their writing (e.g., using the term Latinx but discussing its controversial usage), so 

we encourage future research to examine the extent to which authors recognize when they make 

decisions determining what racial terminology to use in their work. 

Other terminology could be related to how individuals in the data identify but have 

connotations that are antithetical to social justice. While the Traditional group tended to use 

many terms that continue to have resonance today, these articles had high rates of using the term 

Caucasian, despite this term having racist pseudoscience origins as a marker of skin tone and 

whiteness-oriented beauty standards (Mukhopadhyay, 2018). Even if some might consider 

themselves Caucasian, we have good reason to discontinue the use of this term. The use of other 

terms will depend on the context. For instance, in contexts with high populations of both Asian 

Americans and Pacific Islanders, AAPI would be an accurate term, but this combined 

terminology might be less appropriate in contexts that are almost exclusively Asian American. 

Similarly, to refer simply to individuals in the data as Latino would only be appropriate when the 

data only describe those who identify as male/as Latino in order to use the term in a gender-

engaged manner. In other words, we encourage social justice-oriented researchers to approach 

racial terminology with the same intentionality of a quasi-experimental study reviewing threats 
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to internal validity or an ethnography discussing reflexivity. The goal is not to have every article 

include pre-specified racial terms, as specific discursive practices are not equivalent to more 

justice-oriented research. Still, we note that, based on past studies focused on the use of 

race/racism in research (Garcia, 2017; Harper, 2012; Johnston-Guerrero, 2017; Kohli et al., 

2017) as well as our findings on the clustering of articles in classes with more sporadic or more 

extensive racial terminology, intentional and clearly defined racial categorization is more likely 

to serve education’s social justice goals. Understanding the limitations of the current study, we 

hope this work contributes to a burgeoning body of research on racial categorization in education 

research. 

Educational Research Editors & Editorial Boards 

As part of the social movement spurred by the murder of George Floyd in 2020, AERA 

released a statement formalizing their commitment to scholarship advancing racial justice along 

with the announcement of forthcoming special issues on related topics (American Educational 

Research Association, 2020). Beyond these specific special issues, little has been communicated 

about specific strategies to support research on race/racism. This contrasts with another 

prominent social science research organization, the American Psychological Association (APA). 

After APA released their “Apology to People of Color for APA’s Role in Promoting, 

Perpetuating, and Failing to Challenge Racism, Racial Discrimination, and Human Hierarchy in 

U.S.” in 2021, the APA released official recommendations for how to more equitably include 

racial identity in research including guidance like “Use precise terminology and describe how 

and why you are using certain racial and ethnic terms” (Wang & Leath, 2023). We hope that 

AERA and similar educational research organizations can both reflect on APA’s suggestions as 
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well as support future research that could then be translated into similar guidance for educational 

researchers. 

In making these suggestions, we harken back to our argument that these suggestions 

should be considered best practice in the same ways we consider high-quality research methods. 

This is the path taken by APA, and we argue educational research can adopt similar tenets while 

also expanding on these suggestions based on future research.  

Limitations and Future Research 

We only observe articles in their published form. Language in peer-reviewed journal 

articles does not necessarily reflect the preferred terminology of the authors, as articles are 

revised based on comments from peer reviewers and editors as well as changes made during 

editing. Our goal is not to call out individual authors but to call attention to trends across articles 

and patterns in language use that are more or less likely to be indicative of critical research. 

Our sensitivity analysis supported that our class descriptions like Sporadic, Extensive, or 

Narrow matched with how often articles used racial terms and whether racial terminology was 

used only in tables or to describe the sample. At the same time, we recognize that specific 

articles in the Sporadic or Narrow classes might intensively focus on one racial group (e.g., 

African American students). In a scan of all titles in the Sporadic class, we identified nine articles 

(5%) that indicated the article focused on one specific racial group. However, we are not 

“grading” specific articles (one of the reasons we attempt to describe the classes using nominally 

scaled descriptors). Our goal is to understand how groups cohere to position educational research 

to be able to recommend potentially fruitful areas of future research that can ask questions about 

whether research is authentically and purposefully engaging with racial terminology in ways that 

reflect the complex ways people identify themselves (Garcia, 2017). 
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As racial terminology is context-dependent and evolving, future reviews might consider 

other ways to think about racial terminology. For instance, we did not examine patterns in 

capitalization of terms like White and Black. However, recent debates have discussed the 

political implications of capitalization (see Ewing, 2020). We also note how quickly certain 

terms have been adopted like BIPOC and Latine, which did not exist in AERA journals in our 

sample but have quickly gained popularity over the last few years (Marquez, 2020). Future 

explorations of racial terminology should be sensitive to these trends and conversations. 

By collecting data on a census of original research in AERA journals between 2009 and 

2019, we included a wider sample compared to similar studies, which limited our ability to 

recommend specific terms or patterns of terms as a “gold standard” for critical research. In other 

words, we can suggest that more extensive use would be preferable to absent racial terminology, 

but we cannot directly link extensive use with social justice-oriented language. This is in contrast 

to studies like Harper (2012) which examined studies published between 1999 and 2009 in 

higher education-focused journals, reviewing 255 articles, and Kohli et al. (2017) which 

reviewed 186 education articles that analyzed racism. While these previous analyses were, 

inarguably, more in-depth explorations of language related to racism, our goal was to analyze a 

broad, comprehensive census. We see our work as building on prior research and hope that it 

helps guide other scholars to continue expanding our understanding of how education researchers 

treat race and racism in their peer-reviewed research. Future work could either focus on more 

specialized journals or a random subset of articles to understand in more detail how race is 

discussed, potentially implementing methods like critical discourse analysis or a mixed methods 

design. Since LCA is a data-driven exercise that might not replicate in articles published in 

educational research journals not published by AERA or AERA journal articles published 
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outside of this time period, future explorations might find different groupings of articles that 

could be helpful for further understanding racial terminology use in educational research. These 

types of explorations would help the field of educational research continue examining how racial 

terminology has been used and could be potentially changed to further social justice goals and 

the role of research in addressing racial inequality. 
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Table 1  

 

Descriptive Statistics 

 

 Proportion of Articles 

White   

White  0.56 

Caucasian  0.06 

(no terms for White) 0.42 

Black   

Black  0.47 

African American  0.34 

(no terms for Black) 0.41 

AAPI  

Asian 0.39 

Asian American  0.08 

Pacific Islander  0.10 

(no terms for AAPI) 0.60 

AIAN  

Native American  0.10 

American Indian  0.09 

(no terms for AIAN) 0.83 

Hispanic  

Hispanic  0.45 

Latino 0.21 

Gender-engaged language  0.06 

(no terms for Hispanic) 0.45 

Two or More  

Multiracial  0.08 

(no terms for Two or More) 0.92 

Broad Terminology  

Underrepresented minority 0.11 

Of color 0.16 

Minority 0.35 

(no Broad Terminology) 0.58 

Number of Articles 1,427 

Note. Articles can use more than one term within category such that the combination of all of the 

proportions will often be greater than one. AAPI refers to the category Asian American Pacific 

Islander. AIAN refers to American Indian or Alaska Native. The Hispanic, Gender-engaged 

category includes the following terms: Latino/a, Latino(a), Latinas(os), Latino/a/x, Latinx, 

Latina/o, Latinas/Latinos, Latinos/as, and Latinos/Latinas. 
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Table 2  

 

Summary of the Six-Class Latent Class Analysis Solution 

 

 Absent Sporadic Narrow Widening Traditional Extensive All 

White         

White  0.03 0.60 0.91 1.00 0.71 0.98 0.56 

Caucasian  0.00 0.13 0.02 0.00 0.24 0.13 0.06 

Black         

Black  0.00 0.27 0.99 1.00 0.10 0.90 0.47 

African American  0.01 0.54 0.30 0.29 0.97 0.78 0.34 

AAPI        

Asian 0.01 0.10 0.51 0.99 0.94 0.92 0.39 

Asian American  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.24 0.42 0.08 

Pacific Islander  0.00 0.01 0.00 0.45 0.26 0.37 0.10 

AIAN        

Native American  0.00 0.04 0.03 0.28 0.22 0.38 0.10 

American Indian  0.00 0.02 0.03 0.47 0.16 0.27 0.09 

Hispanic        

Hispanic  0.00 0.33 0.84 0.98 0.69 0.61 0.45 

Latino 0.00 0.25 0.18 0.14 0.42 0.75 0.21 

Gender-engaged language  0.00 0.07 0.02 0.00 0.07 0.31 0.06 

Two or More        

Multiracial  0.00 0.01 0.03 0.30 0.13 0.32 0.08 

Broad Terminology        

Underrepresented minority 0.01 0.12 0.11 0.15 0.06 0.35 0.11 

Of color 0.00 0.17 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.70 0.16 

Minority 0.06 0.40 0.48 0.56 0.31 0.78 0.35 

Number of Articles 508 185 350 116 95 173 1,427 

Percent of Articles 36% 13% 25% 8% 7% 12% 100% 

Note. AAPI refers to the category Asian American Pacific Islander. AIAN refers to American Indian or Alaska Native.  
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Table 3 

 

Predicted Probability of Class Membership by Methodological Paradigm 

 

 Absent Sporadic Narrow Widening Traditional Extensive 

Qualitative 0.262*** 0.239*** 0.124*** 0.0183* 0.0874*** 0.269*** 

 (0.0297) (0.0289) (0.0223) (0.00909) (0.0191) (0.0298) 

       

Quantitative 0.377*** 0.102*** 0.269*** 0.0955*** 0.0628*** 0.0932*** 

 (0.0143) (0.00897) (0.0131) (0.00870) (0.00716) (0.00859) 

       

Mixed methods 0.298*** 0.242*** 0.237*** 0.0445 0.0639* 0.115** 

 (0.0567) (0.0529) (0.0519) (0.0251) (0.0308) (0.0383) 

Notes. Standard errors in parentheses 

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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Table 4 

 

Exploration of Intensity of Language Use in Random 10% Sample of Classes (Other Than 

Absent) 

 

 Sporadic Narrow Widening Traditional Extensive 

White  2.79 12.77 6.83 2.60 19.29 

(median) (1.00) (2.00) (4.50) (1.00) (12.00) 

Caucasian  0.05 0.03 0.00 1.20 0.18 

(median) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Black  1.42 12.86 5.17 0.00 26.59 

(median) (0.00) (3.00) (4.50) (0.00) (3.00) 

African American  1.47 2.31 0.08 3.90 4.77 

(median) (1.00) (0.00) (0.00) (1.50) (3.00) 

Asian 0.05 2.09 2.92 2.80 3.59 

(median) (0.00) (1.00) (2.00) (2.00) (2.00) 

Asian American  0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 1.94 

(median) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (1.00) 

Pacific Islander  0.11 0.00 0.67 1.00 0.24 

(median) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.50) (0.00) 

Native American  0.05 0.00 0.92 0.30 0.65 

(median) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

American Indian  0.16 0.00 0.50 0.10 0.41 

(median) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Hispanic  1.16 7.91 4.08 12.30  8.18 

(median) (0.00) (3.00) (3.50) (1.50) (2.00) 

Latino 0.42 0.63 0.08 1.40 3.35 

(median) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (1.00) (2.00) 

Gender-engaged language  0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.59 

(median) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Multiracial  0.00 0.00 1.00 0.10 1.00 

(median) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Underrepresented minority 0.37 0.11 0.50 1.20 1.82 

(median) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Of color 1.79 0.17 0.08 0.00 7.24 

(median) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (1.00) 

Minority 3.84 2.40 7.33 0.90 4.12 

(median) (0.00) (1.00) (0.00) (0.00) (1.00) 

Only mentions in tables or  0.58 0.46 0.58 0.80 0.24 

sample description  (1.00) (0.00) (1.00) (1.00) (0.00) 

N 19 35 12 10 17 

Notes. Shows mean values on the first line with median values in parentheses in the second line. 

Intensity is defined as the number of times each term is mentioned within article.
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Figure 1 

 

Predicted Probability of Class Membership by Publication Year with 95% Confidence Intervals 

 

 


